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ABSTRACT
This work is part of a larger qualitative study that investigates the intersection of the informal economy, fatherhood, and masculinity for young immigrant Mexican and Mexican American men living in Southwest Detroit, Michigan. It explores the following questions: What importance do young Chicano and Mexican men place on their fatherhood? Is there substantial variation of the decisions young men make relative to their family arrangements based on their citizenship status? Are household arrangements and family relations all influential in how or to what extent young Chicano and Mexican men go about doing father work? Most studies involving fatherhood issues are limited because of their one-dimensional focus. Consequently our understanding of the related issues is very narrow: either only from a male's perspective or from a female's perspective; seldom is there a synthesized view. However, history bears out that Latino families are extended and complicated systems, and that women are important architects of family relations that affect survival in harsh environments.
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